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Abstract— Increased levels of stress can impair surgeon

performance and patient safety during surgery. The aim of

this study is to investigate the effect of short term stressors on

laparoscopic performance through analysis of kinematic data.

Thirty subjects were randomly assigned into two groups in this

IRB-approved study. The control group was required to finish

an extended-duration peg transfer task (6 minutes) using the

FLS trainer while listening to normal simulated vital signs and

while being observed by a silent moderator. The stressed group

finished the same task but listened to a period of progressively

deteriorating simulated patient vitals, as well as critical verbal

feedback from the moderator, which culminated in 30 seconds

of cardiac arrest and expiration of the simulated patient. For all

subjects, video and position data using electromagnetic trackers

mounted on the handles of the laparoscopic instruments were

recorded. A statistical analysis comparing time-series velocity,

acceleration, and jerk data, as well as path length and economy

of volume was conducted. Clinical stressors lead to significantly

higher velocity, acceleration, jerk, and path length as well

as lower economy of volume. An objective evaluation score

using a modified OSATS technique was also significantly worse

for the stressed group than the control group. This study

shows the potential feasibility and advantages of using the

time-series kinematic data to identify the stressful conditions

during laparoscopic surgery in near-real-time. This data could

be useful in the design of future robot-assisted algorithms to

reduce the unwanted effects of stress on surgical performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Performing surgery is stressful. Surgeons have to maintain
continuous attention to detail while performing intricate
tasks. Intraoperative stressors (Fig. 1) may include fatigue,
disruptions, team work issues, time pressure, surgical com-
plexity, high risk patients, and unexpected complications [1].
In addition, different types of surgery can be inherently more
stressful to perform than others. For example, laparoscopic
surgery has limitations in visualization, workspace volume,
and an increased need for hand-eye coordination [2]–[4].
When it comes to robotic surgery, results are mixed in
terms of measured surgeon stress levels using galvanic skin
response when compared to either open surgery or virtual re-
ality simulators, however, in neither study are the differences
statistically significant [5], [6]. For complex motor tasks, it
has been shown that external stressors can adversely affect
motor performance [7]. The negative effects of stress on
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Fig. 1: Stresses in the operating room include both those
associated with the patient status, as well as those associated
with being a surgical trainee, who is directed and evaluated
by an expert surgeon.

surgical performance include higher number of errors, less
motion economy, and increased completion time [8]–[11].

It has been shown that senior surgeons are able to develop
stress management strategies that decrease the negative effect
of stress on their performance, over time [12]–[15]. However;
it is not fully understood how, specifically, those strategies
change motor performance and how that information might
be useful in the design of training platforms or feedback al-
gorithms to detect and assist surgical trainees who experience
stress while learning surgical tasks.

Physiological sensing is the most direct and traditional
measure of stress (e.g., heart rate, skin conductance level).
However, it also requires surgeons to wear sensors which
could potentially interfere with surgeon’s performance. In
this study, we characterize the effect of clinical stress on
surgical performance using a variety of kinematic metrics.
Our long-term goal is to find kinematic markers associated
with intraoperative stress that could be used to detect surgeon
stress levels in real-time so as to mitigate the potential risk
to the patient through the development of advanced control
techniques on robotic-surgical platforms. This paper repre-
sents the first step towards that aim by better understanding
the effects of stress on surgical movements.

II. BACKGROUND

Several studies have described how stress can effect sur-
gical performance and there are a variety of sensors and
analysis methods to measure physiological stress.



A. Effect of Stress on Surgical Performance and Outcomes

1) Performance Measurements: The Objective Structured
Assessment of Technical Skill (OSATS) was developed and
evaluated as a method of surgical technical skill assessment.
The OSATS has shown its promise as a reliable method for
testing operative skills in surgical trainees [16]. However,
OSATS needs reviewer’s rating and the resulting scores may
be varied in different reviewers.

Alternatively, task-independent metrics (e.g., time, path
length, smoothness, depth perception) extracted from the
analysis of the laparoscopic instruments motions has been
introduced as a technically sound approach for surgical
performance assessment [17]. Several approaches of motion-
tracking in laparoscopic surgery have been introduced, in-
cluding electromagnetic sensors, optical and camera trackers.
These studies demonstrated the potential feasibility of the
kinematic data to access laparoscopic psychomotor skills
using motion-based metrics such as path length, speed, or
economy of volume [18]–[21]. The kinematic data was also
adopted for evaluating surgical performance during robotics
surgical training tasks, and it demonstrated the ability of
objectively distinguishing between novice and expert perfor-
mance as well as the training effects in the performance of
training tasks [22].

2) The Effect of Stress on the Performance: Excessive lev-
els of stress can compromise surgical performance [8]. The
stressors led to impaired dexterity by showing an increased
path length and a higher number of errors when the subject
was under stressful conditions [9]. The cognitive distraction
has been shown to have negative effects on the performance,
such as a significantly greater time to task completion when
subjects were distracted, and the overall score and economy
of motion were negatively affected by distraction but didn’t
reach the level of statistical significance [10]. Furthermore,
higher levels of stress correlated with increased completion
time, lower economy of motion, and an increased number of
errors [11]. However, none of these prior studies investigate
pure kinematic metrics in depth.

B. Tools and Techniques for Measuring Stress

Traditional measures of stress includes self-report of stress
level [2], [8], [12] and physiological sensing such as heart
rate (HR) or heart rate variance (HRV), skin conductance
level (SCL), and electrooculogram (EOG). Studies showed
that all these physiological measures were increased by
stressful conditions [2], [23]–[27]

However, self-report questionnaires are subjective and
the physiological sensing systems are invasive since these
technologies require wearable sensors which might interfere
with subject’s performance.

In this study, we would like to exploit the less invasive
measurement - kinematic data - to identify the effect of
stress during surgical training. In addition to being less
invasive, kinematic data is inherently accessible on robotic
laparoscopic surgery platforms, though maybe not yet easily
available to research teams. Regardless, it has been shown

that the kinematic data be used to predict expertise levels dur-
ing training tasks on robotic-assisted surgical platforms [28]–
[30]. By integrated the detection of stress with these robotic
control platforms, there may be exciting opportunities to
mitigate adverse effects of stress through robotic controls.
This paper lays the groundwork for identifying kinematic
markers of intraoperative stress.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A. Simulator Hardware

1) FLS Trainer: The FLS (Fundamentals of Laparoscopic
Surgery) trainer is a portable box trainer with a soft cover
that can simulate the human abdomen. The trainer has 2
port holes for the laparoscopic instruments (Fig.2a) and a
camera under the cover to simulate the laparoscopic camera
and provides a field of vision (Fig.2c).

2) Electromagnetic Trackers: The electromagnetic track-
ers (Ascension 3D Guidance trakSTAR) were used to capture
real-time data. The electromagnetic trackers were mounted
to the handles of the tools using a pair of 3D printed adapters
(Fig.2a) and used to obtain the x, y, z positions of the tool
tips using a rigid body transformation and the geometry of
the tools.

B. Clinical Stressor

In this study, the stressors included the vital signs from
the monitor as well as the moderator’s feedback. The vital
signs are shown in Fig.3.

The moderator provided feedback to an illusory anesthe-
siologist and nurse circulator of the increased danger of the
dummy patient and the need for adjunctive treatments such as
intravenous fluids and blood transfusions (Fig.1) to simulate
a busy and stressful operating room. Some feedback was
directed at the participating subject to complete the task more
quickly.

C. Surgical Training Task

The extended duration (e.g., 6 minutes) bimanual peg
transfer drill was conducted using the FLS trainer as shown
in Fig. 2b. The subjects were required to pick up the pegs and
transfer them to another hand from one side on the board to
another. The goal was to transfer as many blocks as possible
whilst committing the fewest possible errors. Errors were
defined as dropping a block or breaking a rule of transfer.

IV. METHODS

A. Subject Recruitment

Thirty users were recruited for this study. The subjects
were medical students at the University of Texas South-
western Medical Center in classes 1 through 4. Twenty-
nine out of thirty participants were right-handed and 1 was
left-handed. The study protocol was approved by UTD IRB
office (UTD # 14-57). Participants had no previously re-
ported muscular-skeletal injuries or diseases, or neurological
disorders.
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Fig. 2: Simulator Setup.

(a) Normal Vital Signs
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Fig. 3: Example normal and deteriorating vital signs dur-
ing this experiment. Deteriorating vitals included increasing
Heart Rate (HR), and decreasing Pulse, Blood Oxygen Level
(SpO2), Blood Pressure (ABP), End-tidal CO2 (etCO2) and
Respiratory Rate (awRR).

B. Experimentation
Each subject participated in several baseline surveys in-

cluding a background questionnaire. Next, the subjects par-
ticipated in a 10-minute tutorial on the fundamentals of
laparoscopic (FLS) peg transfer drill to familiarize them
with the instruments and with the requirements of the ex-
perimental task. In order to prevent bias, the subjects were
randomized after the tutorial to the stressed or control group.

The experiment took place in a high-fidelity simulated
operating room. The FLS peg transfer platform was placed
in the abdominal section of a medical dummy which was
draped. The vital sign monitor was in plain view. Several
cameras recorded video from the experiment to capture

images of the instrument tips and blocks, subject posture
and the general environment.

The control group conducted the extended duration peg
transfer task while hearing normal vital signs (Fig.3a) from
the monitor for the duration of their task. The moderator
did not provide any feedback on their performance. The
stressed group performed under a period of progressively
deteriorating vital signs (Fig.3b) with a particular increase
in intensity beginning at the three-minute mark. The mod-
erator also provided feedback to the stressed group and the
feedback culminated in 30 seconds of cardiac arrest and the
expiration of the dummy patient, occurring simultaneously
with the end of stressed six-minute task.

C. Data Analysis
All objective metrics of performance were based on the

kinematic features of the tool tips. The tip positions were
calculated using EM tracker positions and a rigid body
transformation using the tool geometry.

1) Data Acquisition: The kinematic data was streamed
and recorded from the EM trackers through ROS topics [31].
In this study, the kinematic features including the x-, y-, z-
positional coordinates in space and quaternions x-, y-, z-, w-
were collected. The positional coordinates determined the
tool positions in space and the quaternions were used to de-
termine the rotation matrix for calculating the 3 dimensional
tool tip positions (P = [Px, Py, Pz]T ).

2) Data Processing: The kinematic data was recorded at
a frequency of 256 Hz from the EM trackers. In order to
reduce the noise and improve computational efficiency, after
calculating the tool tip positions, we used an established
method to down-sample the kinematic data to 5 Hz using a
cubic spline to enforce a constant sampling rate between data
points, therefore, smoothed the data for kinematic metrics
calculation [22].

3) Kinematic Metrics: The kinematic metrics included
velocity (V), acceleration (A), jerk (J), Path Length (PL)
and the Economy of Volume (EV) of the tool tip.

The Velocity (V) was time series data calculated as follow:

Vt =

p
(Pt+1 � Pt)T (Pt+1 � Pt)

Tt+1 � Tt
(1)



Pt is the 3-D position at time t, and Tt is the time stamp at
time t.

The Acceleration (A) and the jerk (J) were time series data
calculated in the similar way:

At =
Vt+1 � Vt

Tt+1 � Tt
, Jt =

At+1 �At

Tt+1 � Tt
(2)

The Path Length (PL) is the sum of the displacement at
each time point and it indicates the total length traveled.
This parameter describes the spatial distribution of the tip of
the laparoscopic instrument in the work space of the task. A
compact ”distribution” is characteristic of an expert [17]:

PL =
TendX

Tstart

q
(Pt+1 � Pt)T (Pt+1 � Pt) (3)

The Economy of Volume (EV) is a single-value data
indicating the efficiency of occupying the space [20], and
a larger value of EV indicates a better performance:

EV =
3
p

(xmax � xmin)(ymax � ymin)(zmax � zmin)

PL
(4)

4) Video Review: Besides the kinematic metrics, video re-
view was conducted to include measurement of the counts of
blocks transferred (N) and errors committed (Er). Addition-
ally, a blinded, independent reviewer with training in OSATS
[16] scoring graded each subject using a modified OSATS
(mOSATS) rubric. The subsections included in scoring were
respect for tissue (RFT), time and motion (TM), instrument
handling (IH) and the total score (TOT). Each of these scores
ranged from 1 to 5, with 5 representing the best and 1 the
worst performance.

D. Analysis Methods
We examined the distribution properties of all the metrics

mentioned above.
The time series data of Velocity, Acceleration and Jerk

were non-gaussian distributed while the other metrics (stat-
ics data) such as Path Length, Economy of Volume and
mOSATS scores were gaussian distributed.

According to Section IV-B, the experiment length was 6
minutes and the stressed group was experiencing the clinical
stress which progressively increased its intensity at 3-minute
mark and culminated at the end of the task. Therefore, we
divided the collected data into two halves (H1 vs. H2) and
ideally, the stress should show more effect in the second
half. Therefore, in order to study the significant effect of the
stress, we first compared the data of the second half between
Control and Stressed Groups, then the data of Stressed Group
between First and Second Halves.

Therefore, according to data distribution properties and
data dependencies, as summarized in Table I, we used
different methods for statistical analysis.

Comparisons Statistical Analysis Methods Applied to
Time Series Data
between Groups
(Non-Gaussian distributed, independent)

Mann-Whitney U-test Table II

Static Data
between Groups
(Gaussian distributed, independent)

Independent t-test Table IV

Time Series Data
between Halves in Stressed Group
(Non-Gaussian distributed, dependent)

Wilcoxon signed rank test Table III

Static Data
between Halves in Stressed Group
(Gaussian distributed, dependent)

Dependent t-test Table V

TABLE I: Summary of the statistical analysis methods for
different data.

V. RESULTS

A. Control Group vs. Stressed Group

The results of comparisons between stressed and control
groups are shown in Table II, Table IV, Fig 4 and Fig 5.

For kinematic metrics, stressed group has greater Velocity
(Non-dominant Hand: p < 0.0125, Dominant Hand: p <
0.0001), Acceleration (Non-dominant Hand: p = 0.0396,
Dominant Hand: p = 0.0016), and Jerk (Non-dominant
Hand: p < 0.0001, Dominant Hand: p < 0.0001) than
control group for both hands. However, Path Length (Non-
dominant Hand: p = 0.9772, Dominant Hand: p = 0.6467)
and Economy of Volume (Non-dominant Hand: p = 0.2434
vs. Dominant Hand: p = 0.6596) cannot show significant
difference between groups.

For mOSATS scores, control group has greater score
values than stressed group in metrics Respect for Tissue
(RFT: p = 0.0198), Instrument Handling (IH: p = 0.0158)
and the Total Score (TOT: p = 0.0067) which means better
performance in control group.

Even though metrics of path length, economy of volume,
number of blocks, number of errors and mOSATS-TM score
cannot show significance between groups, the desired trend
can be found, i.e. more blocks transferred (Fig.5c), less errors
made (Fig.5d), and greater mOSATs scores (Fig.5e) in the
control group.

B. First Half vs. Second Half of Stressed Group

We also studied the effect of the intensity of stress. We
analyzed the performance of stressed group between the first
and the second half of the experiment, as shown in Table III,
Table V, Fig 4 and Fig 5.

The effect of increasingly intensive stress are significant.
The second half which is with more intensive stress, has
greater Velocity, Acceleration, Jerk, Path Length and lower
Economy of Volume.

mOSATS scores between the two halves also support the
kinematic metrics. The first half has significantly greater
score values than the second half in metrics Respect for
Tissue (RFT), Instrument Handling (IH) and the Total Score
(TOT).

However, the mOSATS-TM (Time and Motion) metrics
failed to show significant results in evaluating the subject
movement as shown in Table IV and Table V. Therefore,



Metrics Hand Control vs. Stressed (median[IQR]) p

V ND 0.0249[0.0329] <0.0260[0.0329] 0.0125
D 0.0218[0.0327] <0.0229[0.0340] <0.0001

A ND 0.1495[0.1854] <0.1526[0.1918] 0.0396
D 0.1222[0.1793] <0.1245[0.1832] 0.0016

J ND 1.1856[1.3909] <1.2326[1.4681] <0.0001
D 0.9411[1.3196] <0.9666[1.3780] <0.0001

TABLE II: Comparison of Velocity, Acceleration and Jerk
between Control and Stressed Groups using Mann Whitney
U-test. ND: Nondominant Hand, D: Dominant Hand.

Metrics Hand Stressed H1 vs. H2 (median[IQR]) p

V ND 0.0236[0.0302] <0.0287[0.0358] <0.0001
D 0.0209[0.0308] <0.0253[0.0373] <0.0001

A ND 0.1361[0.1754] <0.1715[0.2072] <0.0001
D 0.1107[0.1583] <0.1446[0.2065] <0.0001

J ND 1.1037[1.3493] <1.3758[1.5879] <0.0001
D 0.8543[1.1984] <1.1193[1.5584] <0.0001

TABLE III: Comparison of Velocity, Acceleration and Jerk
between First and Second Halves in Stressed groups using
Wilcoxon signed rank test. ND: Nondominant Hand, D:
Dominant Hand.

according to our analysis, the kinematic metrics show po-
tential advantages for evaluating the effect of stress over the
method of mOSATS.

VI. DISCUSSION

Prior work has shown that experts have significantly
greater velocity than pre-trained novices which means a
better performance [22]. However, according to our results,
mOSATS successfully showed that the stressed group had
worse performance as well as greater velocities. Some limi-
tations of our study is that this was a simple peg transfer task
performed by medical students, meaning our results lack a
wide range of expertise levels. Regardless, our results suggest
the importance of further investigate the role of velocity in
detecting both stress and expertise. Future studies with more
complicated surgical training tasks and subjects of different
expertise levels should be conducted to better interpret the
underlying properties of movement velocity.

Metrics Hand Control vs. Stressed (mean(SD)) p

PL ND Not Significant 0.9772
D Not Significant 0.6467

EV ND Not Significant 0.2434
D Not Significant 0.6596

mOSATS
-RFT 3(1.1767) >2.2(0.4140) 0.0198

mOSATS
-TM Not Significant 0.1250

mOSATS
-IH 1.8571(1.0271) >1.1333(0.3519) 0.0158

mOSATS
-TOT 7.6429(2.5603) >5.5333(1.0601) 0.0067

# of Blocks Not Significant 0.9234
# of Errors Not Significant 0.6522

TABLE IV: Comparison of Static Metrics (Path Length,
Economy of Volume, mOSATS scores, number of blocks
transferred, number of errors made) between Control and
Stressed groups using independent t-test. ND: Nondominant
Hand, D: Dominant Hand.

Metrics Hand Stressed H1 vs. Stressed H2 (mean(SD)) p

PL ND 5.5895(1.4606) <6.6961(1.3887) <0.0001
D 5.3662(1.1530) <6.4489(1.1453) <0.0001

EV ND 0.0166(0.0033) >0.0142(0.0019) 0.0014
D 0.0200(0.0048) >0.0152(0.0040) 0.0035

mOSATS
-RFT 3.2000(1.0823) >2.2000(0.4140) 0.0017

mOSATS
-TM Not Significant 0.2620

mOSATS
-IH 1.6667(0.7237) >1.1333(0.3519) 0.0148

mOSATS
-TOT 7.3333(1.6762) >5.5333(1.0601) <0.0001

TABLE V: Comparison of Static Metrics (Path Length,
Economy of Volume, mOSATS scores) between first and
second halves in stressed group using dependent t-test. ND:
Nondominant Hand, D: Dominant Hand.

Our results also agree with prior work that lower jerk
values describe a better performance [17]. The metric of
economy of volume failed to show significant difference
between control and stressed groups which is consistent
with prior results that motion economy didn’t have statistical
significance between distracted and undistracted groups [10].

VII. CONCLUSION

In this study, we exposed subjects to commonly ex-
perienced clinical stressors during surgical operation. Our
results show that both kinematic metrics and mOSATS
scores showed significant differences between the control
and stressed groups. The clinical stressors had a negative
effect on surgical performance, as measured by the mOSATS
scores, and our kinematic metrics of velocity, acceleration,
jerk, path length, and ecomony of volume are also negatively
impacted by stress conditions for both the dominant and non-
dominant hands. To be more specific, the stressed group’s
movement is less smooth but faster than the control group.
Overall the stress group resulted in lower mOSATS scores
and the control group had better performance in treating the
tissue, and handling and moving with the instruments relative
to the stressed group.

We also found the shortcomings of using mOSATS to
evaluate the effect of surgical stress. The metric of mOSATS-
TM, which was designed to assess the subject motion during
surgical training, wasn’t able to evaluate the effect of stress
on subject movement. Kinematic metrics show an advantage
in evaluating the effect on movement over the mOSATS
dimensions alone.

Since both methods of mOSATS and kinematic analysis
can evaluate the performance under stress conditions, future
studies should investigate the correlation between mOSATS
scores and different kinematic metrics. And potentially, find-
ing novel metrics which can respectively interpret mOSATS
scores could enable automatic collection for mOSATS scores
from kinematic features.

This study can serve as the groundwork for future work
to providing preventative control strategies to reduce the un-
wanted effect of stress during surgical training, consequently,
improving surgical training outcomes and patient safety. In
future work, we will implement the real-time detection of
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experienced stress using kinematic data. The detection of
stress could trigger haptic cues on robotic-assisted surgery
platform to provide stress coping strategies, such as pausing
and slowing down, to mitigate the negative effect of excessive
stress [1].
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